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Abstract 

With the advent of HTML5 as the new standard, web pages became an alternative to 

native Android and iPhone applications, what made it possible to reduce time and cost 

of app development and maintenance processes. 

This thesis is aimed for finding, analyzing and documenting experience and criteria 

that have weight in a selection of the technology for development of search apps. To 

achieve this, were developed and compared three alternative client apps (Web-based 

HTML5, Android and iOS). 

The results of the thesis provides recommendations for selection the appropriate 

alternative for the successful development strategy, overview of the problems which 

may occur during development process, pros and cons of a plain Web-based solution, a 

Web-hybrid solution, and native Android/iOS solutions that are evaluated for a search 

intensive apps. 
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1 Introduction 

With the development of mobile devices and availability of high speed internet on them, 

users become to spend more time in applications than in web browsers. Thus, to reach a 

wider range of users, developers have to develop not only the web applications, but also 

native apps for different operating systems and platforms, what increases the time and 

cost of application development and maintenance. With the advent of Hypertext Markup 

Language 5 (HTML5) as the new standard, including the JavaScript (JS) and Cascading 

Style Sheets 3 (CSS3), and its adoption for mobile devices, web pages became an 

alternative to native Android and iPhone applications (App). Even hybrid apps with 

build-in browser that shows HTML5 content - are an option now. 

 

1.1 Problem 

HTML5 has brought new opportunities to the industry of mobile devices, which made it 

possible to create a single application that will run on all platforms and devices. 

However, with the new opportunities come new challenges, and overcoming of these 

challenges may take more time and resources than to develop multiple applications for 

each platform. Since HTML5 is a young standard there are no clear criteria and well-

documented recommendations (guidelines) for selecting the appropriate alternative, 

whether it will be HTML5, a Web-hybrid or a few native applications. 

 

1.2 Goals and Criteria 

The goal of thesis is develop and compare HTML5 and native apps. Based on 

comparative analysis of developed apps and experience gained during apps 

implementation – formulate a list of recommendations for selection the appropriate 

alternative for the successful development strategy; provide overview of the problems 

which may occur during development process; collect pros and cons of a plain Web-

based solution, a Web-hybrid solution, and native solutions which are evaluated for a 

search intensive apps. 

The successful result of this work will be the fact that the readers based on the 

following criteria: user experience, device capabilities, fragmentation, performance, 

security and distribution control, will be able to get an objective basis for the selection 

of appropriate technology for the successful development strategy (more detailed 

overview and the selection process of the criteria are presented in section 2.1). 

Implemented solutions should be supportable by platforms with different resolutions 

(tablets, desktop computers and mobile devices) without losing its functions. 

 

1.3 Restrictions 

This thesis is limited to client-server search applications, for the operation of which is 

required Internet. The developed native applications are limited to Android and iOS 

based devices. HTML5 app is limited to the browsers that support HTML5 standard. 
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1.4 Outlines 

Chapter 2 provides the overview of the criteria that have weight in a selection of the 

technology for development. Chapter 3 provides an overview of applications 

architecture and design. Chapter 4 describes implementation details of the apps. Chapter 

5 provides comparative analysis of the implemented apps. Chapter 6 contains the 

evaluation of results, which were obtained during implementation and comparative 

analysis of the apps. Chapter 7 contains recommendations on the selection of the 

appropriate alternative technology for development, and possible future work. 
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2 Background 

This chapter provides an overview of the criteria that have weight in a selection of the 

technology for development. Overview of each criterion contains the descriptions of 

pros and cons that are evaluated to HTML5 and native apps. Review of the criteria in 

this section is based on a theoretical knowledge of the author of this thesis work and on 

information collected from various sources. 

 

2.1 Selection of the Criteria for Technologies Comparison 

Selection of the criteria for comparison is a difficult task, as there is a huge amount of 

criteria by which it is possible to compare technologies, and criteria have different 

priority for different developing organization. For example only product quality model 

described in ISO/IEC 25010:2011 contains 8 criteria and each of the criteria includes 

more than 3 sub criteria (ISO/IEC 25010:2011, 2011).  This master thesis considers the 

following list of the most common criteria: 

 User Experience – This criterion includes the part of “Quality in use model” 

which consists of the following criteria: 

 Effectiveness – accuracy and completeness with which users achieve 

specified goals. 

 Efficiency – resources expended in relation to the accuracy and 

completeness with which users achieve goals. 

 Satisfaction – degree to which user needs are satisfied when a product or 

system is used in a specified context of use (ISO/IEC 25010:2011, 2011).   

 Device Capabilities – With the use of different devices and operating systems 

comes additional opportunities for building Apps. However, various 

technologies provide different range of device capabilities and may have limited 

access to them. For some Apps the lack of access to the features of a device can 

be critical that is why it is important to know which capabilities provide 

different technologies. 

 Fragmentation – Usually, applications need to operate on different devices or in 

different browsers, that is why it is important to know what the difficulties may 

encounter during developing of the application for different devices, and how 

difficult to solve them. 

 Performance – is a part of the “Product quality model” which shows the 

performance relative to the amount of used resources. This criterion is important 

because the developed applications must operate on different devices, which can 

have limited resources.  

 Security – is a part of the “Product quality model” which is responsible for the 

degree to which a technology protects information and data 

(ISO/IEC 25010:2011, 2011).  In this section will be described the advantages 
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and disadvantages of security, which can be obtained using different 

technologies. 

 Distribution control – Different type of applications have different ways of 

distribution. For example, mobile apps are usually distributed via App Stores 

while web apps deliver content directly to user’s browser. That is why it is 

important to know what the advantages and disadvantages can be obtained with 

the use of different technologies. 

 

2.2 User Experience  

User experience it is what users feel about an application, their responses and 

perceptions of app as a whole. User experience can be considered as emotions that are 

experienced by a person during and after interaction with a device or an application. It is 

not enough to provide user a product or a service which he can use only in a functional 

way. You need to provide user what they are enjoy, something which is pleasurable and 

exceed their expectations. User experience is an important factor in app design and if it 

applied correctly it can give you an advantage over your competitors (Adaptive 

Consultancy Ltd., n.d.). 

HTML5 standard has provided new capabilities such as web storage, geo location, 

drag and drop, accelerometer, file/hardware access API, form validation and other, but 

these still fail to deliver the same user experience on different devices and browsers. For 

example the different browsers display the same form fields differently. The first day of 

the week in date picker is Sunday, but some of the users expect that it is Monday. It so 

because manufacturers of browsers do not have standards for these components. More 

importantly, HTML5 does not have such a large budget, which Apple and Google have. 

Apple and Google continue to deliver thousands of new APIs each year while HTML5 

capabilities represent a small number of native features. 

Usually native apps use interface components provided by the platform. Use of these 

components allows different applications to have the same look and feel, which makes 

them easy to use. Native apps have standard idioms that HTML5 has not. For example 

user knows what can be selected, tapped or swiped, what happens when he performs a 

"long press". Native apps fully support the multi-touch capabilities of a device, provide 

faster graphics and even fluid animations, which are not slow to the eye and touch. It is 

especially important for very interactive apps (Sourcetoad, 2013). 

 

2.3 Device Capabilities 

The use of device capabilities plays an important role in applications development. It 

allows to implement things that have broader access to the device hardware; to optimize 

implemented things making them faster and more efficient, thus providing a rich user 

experience.  

Manufacturers are continuously trying to make the device work faster and battery 

last longer. They are trying to introduce more and more new hardware components. All 
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that means that all what can be taken from the device that makes the app better is 

valuable. 

HTML5 apps work through the browser, which allows to use a limited number of 

device capabilities, while native apps are not only running within the operating system, 

they are the part of the device. Native applications are listening the events of the 

operating system (for example an incoming call), and the events that are broadcasted by 

other applications. Moreover, these events can be listened even when the app is not 

running (Android Open Source Project, 2013g; Apple Inc., 2013e), what allows to 

reduce the consumption of battery. Native apps allow to perform background tasks 

(Android Open Source Project, 2013l; Apple Inc., 2013c) which also can run when the 

app is not running. Android Operating System (OS) allow to build application views 

that can be embedded in other apps (Android Open Source Project, 2013v).  

More importantly, once the new hardware or APIs become available on a device, 

they are immediately available to the developer of native apps and can be easily 

integrated into the application. To use this APIs, the developers of HTML5 apps have to 

wait until the organizations developing HTML5 standard will introduce these APIs, or 

have to implement their own. This process can take long time and a lot of resources in 

case if developers decided to implement their APIs. It gives an opportunity to 

developers of native apps to be ahead of HTML5 developers, to be at the forefront of 

the market.  

 

2.4 Fragmentation 

Fragmentation means that devices come in many forms: different screen size and 

resolution, different versions of the same mobile operating system during the same 

period of time and other diversities. Mobile device fragmentation is often associated 

with Android, Google’s open source mobile OS, because its permissive licensing allows 

the software to be freely modified and distributed by device manufacturers. Different 

manufactures decide what device to produce and when to deploy Android updates to it 

(Wikipedia contributors, 2013a). According to OpenSignal Inc. (2013) research, the 

fragmentation of Android devices, as of July 2013, was more than 11,800 devices. The 

chart of this research is present on the Figure 2.1. 

The fragmentation of iOS devices is not so great because Apple produces its own 

devices and has sole control in decision when new mobile OS updates become 

available. There are only 7 versions of iOS devices that are being sold of July 2013 

(Wikipedia contributors, 2013d).  

Another type of fragmentation is a screen size. For example Samsung alone currently 

offers Android devices with 27 different display sizes, ranging from 2.8 inches to 10.1 

inches (Kessler, 2013). According to OpenSignal Inc. (2013) research, screen size 

fragmentation of Android devices includes more than 250 species, while iOS includes 

only 4 different physical screens. The charts of screen size fragmentation of Android 

and iOS devices are shown on Figures 2.2 and 2.3. 
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Figure 2.1: Android device fragmentation (OpenSignal Inc., 2013). 

Device fragmentation is not the only challenge that developers face when building 

for Android. 17 releases of the Android OS and many implementations by multiple 

manufacturers (e.g. Samsung, Motorola, Kindle, Sony and more) over the past few 

years made operating system extremely fragmented (Wikipedia contributors, 2013a). 

The latest version of Android (Jelly Bean 4.1.x – 4.2.x) is on only 45.1% of Android 

devices, while 21.7% are running Ice Cream Sandwich and 30.7% are running 

Gingerbread (2010). Compare that to Apple, more than 90% of devices are running the 

latest version of Apple’s mobile operating system, while less than 5% are running iOS 

5. iOS and Android operating system fragmentation is present on a Figures 2.4 and 2.5. 

 

        Figure 2.2: Android screen size                             Figure 2.3: iOS screen size 

   fragmentation (OpenSignal Inc., 2013).            fragmentation (OpenSignal Inc., 2013).           
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It is highly challenging to build an app that will support all Android platforms and 

work well across all Android screens and devices, but the potential reward definitely 

makes it worthwhile, since Android fragmentation allows manufacturers to produce 

different devices (big or small, cheap or expensive) and consumers can find exactly the 

device they want, so Android app will have wider audience then iOS. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: iOS operating system 

fragmentation (Apple Inc., 2013b). 

Figure 2.5: Android operating system 

fragmentation (Android Open Source 

Project, 2013h). 

However, HTML5 applications also have a problem with fragmentation. Different 

browsers handle web pages differently. For example Opera mini browser uses proxy for 

scaling images; Apple iPhone scales web page to fit screen and allow user to zoom 

content. Some browsers break the site structure if it does not fit the screen while others 

let users scroll. There are not only many different browsers in existence, but also many 

different versions of those browsers. Browsers fragmentation in pair with OS 

fragmentation makes the issue even more challenging and the only way to solve it is to 

implement multiple web app versions.  

 

2.5 Performance 

Performance of the application is a central part of user experience. It is unacceptable to 

user if loading of the app components takes much time or components are slow to eye 

or touch.  Slow loading and rendering decrease application usability and its success. The 

most important issues that affect the performance of the application are a limited 

amount of memory available on mobile devices, and not enough powerful processor. 

Objects and variables use memory, resource of which is very limited on mobile 

devices. The amount of memory depends on the individual devices, but on average, the 

minimum amount of memory that is available on Android devices is 16-24MB and 

20MB on iOS devices. That is why every developer spends a lot of time for designing 

the memory usage. A large part of the HTML5 application is written on JavaScript, 

which like Java for Android application, uses a garbage collector for freeing memory. 

The garbage collector is highly dependent on the available memory for the app, what 

can be seen from the Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: Memory freeing by the garbage collector (Hertz and Berger, 2005) 

As can be seen from the figure, the less an app has memory the more time is needed 

for its freeing and more times the garbage collector triggers. When the garbage collector 

performs a memory freeing an application can slow down or even hang. JavaScript apps 

do not have issues with performance on desktop computers because they have much 

more memory than they need for their work, but on a mobile devices memory is limited 

and requires more efficient way of its usage.  Native apps allows partially workaround 

the problem with garbage collector (Apple even pulled garbage collection out of iOS), 

what is not possible for JavaScript apps. 

The problem related to the lack of processing power, is that the JavaScript is not 

designed for performance, it is designed to provide simple language structure and APIs. 

Over the past few years, the performance of JavaScript increased significantly, but it 

happened due to the technological progress (i.e. the processors in mobile devices have 

become more powerful). 

 

2.6 Security 

Nowadays, there are many kinds of software technologies that can be used in 

application.  Depending on what technologies were used, applications have its range of 

security vulnerabilities. That is why it is important to know which branch of security is 

more appropriate to developed application. Since this master’s thesis examines native 

and web applications which are based on client-server architecture there are two 

branches of security that can be applied to the developed apps: web application security 

and mobile application security. 

Web application security is a branch of application security that draws on the 

principles of application security but applies them specifically to Internet (websites) 

and Web systems (web applications and web services) (Wikipedia contributors, 2013e). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_Security
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_security
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service
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Mobile application security is a branch of application security that applies to mobile 

applications and mobile devices (Wikipedia contributors, 2013c). 

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a worldwide non-profit 

organization that is focused on improving the security of software (OWASP 

Foundation, 2013a), provides lists of top 10 risks for web and mobile applications: 

 

Web applications security risks  Mobile applications security risks 

 Injection 

 Broken Authentication and Session 

Management 

 Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

 Insecure Direct Object References 

 Security Misconfiguration 

 Sensitive Data Exposure 

 Missing Function Level Access 

Control 

 Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) 

 Using Components with Known 

Vulnerabilities 

 Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards 

   Insecure Data Storage 

 Weak Server Side Controls 

 Insufficient Transport Layer 

Protection 

 Client Side Injection 

 Poor Authorization and 

Authentication 

 Improper Session Handling 

 Security Decisions Via Untrusted 

Inputs 

 Side Channel Data Leakage 

 Broken Cryptography 

 Sensitive Information Disclosure 

Table 2.1: OWASP top 10 security risks (OWASP Foundation, 2013b; 2013c) 

The list of web applications security risks and the list of mobile applications security 

risks consist of the vulnerabilities that are related to specific technologies, however, 

most of the vulnerabilities are similar. For example: “Broken Authentication and 

Session Management” and “Improper Session Handling”, “Insufficient Transport 

Layer” and “Cross-Site Request Forgery”. These vulnerabilities related to the transfer 

and storage of data. If sensitive data is stored in unsecured storage or a channel with 

which data is transmitted is unsafe, the attacker may obtain session cookie and any other 

automatically included authentication information. 

Based on these lists, the vulnerabilities can be divided into three areas: data storage, 

data transit and vulnerabilities related to cross-site-scripting and injections. 

Often, apps need to store and manage sensitive data on mobile devices. Such data 

must be secured and encrypted. For this purposes, native apps have secure storages, 

Keychain for iOS apps and Shared Preferences (with mode - private) for Android apps. 

HTML5 apps do not have equivalent secure storages. Also, native applications have a 

lot of encryption APIs and libraries, which are inherited from Objective C and Java 

languages. Moreover, native apps have another level of security that regulated by 

mobile device management vendors. 

When data is transferred between client and server it can transit through the carriers 

network and the internet. When the data traverse across the wire (user’s local network, 

carrier network or monitored router) it is possible with the special tools to view this 

data, therefore the sensitive data should be secured and to secure this data both HTML5 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_Security
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M1
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M2
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M3
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M3
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M4
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M5
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M5
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M6
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M7
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M7
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M8
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M9
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M10
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Mobile_Top_10_2012-M6
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apps and native apps use Secure Socket Layer (SSL). However, the poor SSL setup may 

also be susceptible to attacks. For additional security can be used virtual private 

networks. Virtual private networks (VPN) are available for both native and HTML5 

apps, but with the use of VPNs, HTML5 app can run into problem of performance. 

Vulnerabilities related to cross-site-scripting and injections are not possible in native 

apps. HTML5 and hybrid applications present data in an open format html, what allows 

an attacker to explore the source code and with the special tools to insert malicious code 

into app. To avoid this, hybrid applications can use native methods to validate the data 

that will be presented or the URLs that being loaded. Since these methods are compiled 

before they can run, get know about their existence and how they work is much more 

difficult. 

 

2.7 Distribution Control  

Distribution control is one of the criteria which make HTML5 apps attractive to 

developers. HTML5 apps are delivered to users directly via web browsers, what makes 

them easier to distribute and support than the native apps. New updates or bug fixes are 

immediately available to all users after the application is deployed. Developing 

organization has complete control over the application development cycle. This means 

that the application being developed does not require any validations by the third parties 

or any other additional steps, what allows to reduce its cost and development cycle. 

Native apps are usually distributed through the apps stores, Google Play for Android 

apps and Apple App Store for iOS apps. Before the apps become available for all users 

they have to pass the validation by the app store. Depending on App Store and the 

complexity of the application validation process can take from 1 to 14 days. To get 

updates, user have manually login to app store and download a new version of app. If 

the app is not free, Google and Apple take 30 percent from the revenues of the 

application (Apple Inc., 2013k).  

However, use of the App Stores has its advantages. For example they allow to 

specify the carriers and territories you want to distribute to and capabilities that your 

app depends on (Android Open Source Project, 2013i). Also Android apps can be 

distributed via the alternative app stores, which can take less than 30 percent of revenue 

and allow to get a wider range of customers. But the main advantage is that applications 

can be pre-installed on certain devices, what is not possible for HTML5 applications. 
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3 Architecture and Design 

This chapter provides a brief description of the architecture of the entire system and the 

architecture and design of applications. Each section includes a description of the 

elements, their properties and communication between them. 

 

3.1 General Architecture  

The description of the architecture of the entire system and the communication between 

its elements is shown in Figure 3.1. As can be seen, architecture of the system is based 

on a client-server communications. 

Database

(MySQL)Web Server

SQL

Records

Internet

Web Browser Mobile Apps

 

Key 

                                                       
HTTP Request/Response     HTTP Request/Response        Message passing between 

            (HTTP Client)                  (Web View Client)             Activities/View Controllers 

Figure 3.1: General architecture of the system. 
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3.1.1 Elements and Their Properties  

As can be seen from the Figure 3.1, the architecture of the system consists of the 

following elements: 

 Web Server – Delivers web pages and other recourses on the request to 

clients. Contains web services for mobile clients. Performs many other functions 

that are not reviewed in this thesis. 

 

 Database – Contains information about users, their savings and settings, various 

data that used by server to generate web pages content and Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol (HTTP) responses.    

 

 Web Browser – Software application developed by third party for retrieving, 

presenting and traversing information resources which can be obtained from our 

web server or from Internet. 

 

 Mobile Apps – Represent a client to the web server. Mobile apps provide the 

displaying of user interface and functions that allow to communicate with the 

web server (sending and receiving JSON / HTTP data). Graphical user interface 

(GUI) recourses divided into two types: recourses that are stored on a device and 

recourses that are obtained from HTTP request. The second type of recourses 

updated with information from HTTP requests as they are received.  

 

3.1.2 Relations and Their Properties  

The system has a lot of relations between the components, but the most important of 

these are:   

 HTTP Request/Response (HTTP Client) – Used for communication between 

web server and mobile apps or web browser. Request header contains 

parameters based on which server generates responses. The message body of the 

response can contain HTML page or JavaScript object notation (JSON) format 

message.    

 

 HTTP Request/Response (WebView Client) – Used for communication 

between mobile apps and web server. Similar to HTTP Request/Response via 

HTTP Client but communication is handled by WebView client. The message 

body can contain only HTML pages. 

 

 Message passing between Activities/View Controllers – Used for 

communication between application Activities in Android and View Controllers 

in iOS. The type of messages depends on operating system and use built-in 

mechanisms of it.  
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WebView

Start Screen Login Screen

Main Screen

WebView
Dynamically 

generated controls 

Logo
Log In

 Emain

 Password

Internet

Apply Reset Hidden WebViewHidden Loading View

Hidden Error View

Web Server

Profile

Saved Products

….

Exit

 

Figure 3.2: Android application architecture. 
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3.2 Android Application Architecture  

Figure 3.2 describes the architecture of the Android application. Application consists of 

three activities (Start, Login and Main) and three fragment activities (FiltersFragment, 

MainFragment and ExternalFragment).  

 

3.2.1 Elements and Their Properties  

The architecture of the android application consists of the following elements: 

 Start Screen – Entry point of the application. Checks internet connection, 

available updates, user settings and credentials. If internet connection is 

available activity checks for updates and if there are any user will be offered to 

install them. Then activity checks for user credentials and if they are found 

activity starts Main activity otherwise activity starts Login activity.    

 

 Login Screen – To use the full functionality of a web server user need to log in. 

Login activity provides user interface and functions for authorization and error 

handling.  In case of successful authorization saves users credentials, language 

settings and profile information into private storage. 

 

 Main Screen – Consists from a ViewPager that allows the user to flip left and 

right through pages of data. ViewPager contains three pages: Filters, Main and 

External page. Each page represents a fragment activity with its own controls 

and top bar.  
 

 Main Fragment – Consists of top toolbar, filters toolbar and main view. Top 

toolbar consists of text field with buttons, which provide services for 

managing queries to web server and menu with buttons, which provide 

services for managing user accounts. Filters toolbar contains dynamically 

generated controls for managing filters. Main view contains WebView that 

displays web server pages, error view for handling internet connection errors 

and loading view that is shown when WebView loading. 
 

 Filters Fragment – Provides controls for managing filters. Controls are 

dynamically generated from the JSON response. 
 

 External Fragment – Consists of top toolbar, browser navigation toolbar and 

main view. Top toolbar provides controls for sending HTTP requests to web 

server. Browser navigation toolbar contains controls for managing WebView 

(goes back/forward in the history, reloads current URL, loads new URL). 

Main view contains WebView for external and web server pages, popup 

WebView for product share functionality and error view for handling 

internet connection errors. 
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3.2.2 Relations and Their Properties  

Figure 3.2 contains the following relations between Android application elements: 

 HTTP Request/Response – Used for communication between application and 

web server. Figure 3.2 shows that the application communicates with the server 

directly but in reality application sends requests to the server via internet. This is 

done so that we could clearly distinguish where application use external 

resources and where the resources of our web server. 

 

 Message passing between Activities – There are two types of message passing 

mechanisms used in application: Intents and the mechanism that allow one 

Fragment to communicate with another. Intent is a passive data structure that 

holding an abstract description of an operation to be performed and the data that 

need to be passed to another Intent (in our case it can be users information, 

language settings and HTTP cookie). All Fragment-to-Fragment communication 

is done through the associated Activity. Communication between Fragment and 

Activity is done through the interface, which is defined in the Fragment and 

implemented within the Activity. 

 

3.3 iOS Application Architecture  

Figure 3.3 describes the architecture of the iOS application, and communication 

between its elements. 

 

3.3.1 Elements and Their Properties  

The architecture of the iOS application consists of the following elements: 

 Start Screen – Entry point of the application, launches the 

UIApplicationMain function which checks user’s language and any saved 

credentials. If credentials are found launches Main View Controller otherwise 

launches Login View Controller. 

  

 Login Screen – View controller that provides user authorization and error 

handling services. In case of successful authorization saves user credential and 

language settings to private storage and starts Main View Controller. The next 

time user starts the application, authorization will be done automatically. 

 

 Main Screen – View controller that contains navigation controller, filters 

toolbar and main view. Navigation controller allows application to switch 

between views and pass the data from main view controller to other view 

controller and vice versa. Navigation controller contains top toolbar that consists 

of the text field and buttons, which provide services for managing queries to 

web server. Filters toolbar consists of dynamically generated controls for 

managing filters. Main view consists of UIWebView, which displays web pages 

http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/uikit/reference/UIKitFunctionReference/Reference/reference.html#//apple_ref/c/func/UIApplicationMain
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received from the server, hidden error view for handling internet connection 

error, hidden loading view which is showing while the web page is loading and 

hidden menu that slides from outside the screen. 

 

 Filter Screen – View controller that provides controls for managing filters. 

Controls are dynamically generated from the JSON response. 
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Figure 3.3: iOS application architecture. 
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 External ShopIt Screen – View controller that provides the same functionality 

as External View controller, but used only for web pages which can be obtained 

only from our web server. 

 

 External Screen – View controller that consists of top toolbar, browser 

navigation bar and main view. Top toolbar provides controls for sending HTTP 

requests to web server. Browser navigation toolbar contains controls for 

managing UIWebView. Main view contains UIWebView for external web 

pages, popup UIWebView for product share functionality and error view for 

handling internet connection errors. 

 

3.3.2 Relations and Their Properties  

Figure 3.3 contains the following relations between iOS application elements: 

 HTTP Request/Response – Used for communication between application and 

web server. Figure 3.3 shows that the application communicates with the server 

directly but in reality application sends requests to the server via an internet. 

This is done so that we could clearly distinguish where application use external 

resources and where the resources of our web server. 

 

 Message passing between View Controllers – To pass the data between view 

controllers used “prepareForSegue” method. When navigation controller 

changes the view controller, method prepareForSegue is called before the visual 

transition occurs. That allows to pass the data before new view displayed.   

 

3.4 Web Application Architecture 

Figure 3.4 describes a brief architecture of the website. Website consists of frontend 

(user interface, which is responsible for collecting input in various forms from the user 

and output processed information) and backend (server that supports services for 

frontend and provides communication with the required resources and databases). This 

thesis considers only the frontend since native apps used the same backend.   

 

3.4.1 Elements and Their Properties  

The frontend part of the web application consists of the following elements: 

 Login View – Entry point of the website. Used to register a new account or 

login.  

 

 Home View – Home page of the website. Consists of search field with buttons 

and top toolbar which contains menu. Search button used to find products on 

external websites. Discover button used to find products that are introduced by 
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users. Menu is used for configuring a user profile and for displaying different 

views (for example user’s saved products view). 

 

 Main View – Used to display search results or information about users 

saved/owned products. Consists of top toolbar, filters toolbar, filters view and 

the view for results. Top toolbar contains search controls and menu, which have 

the same functionality as the home view. Filters toolbar provides functionality 

for managing active filters. Filters view consists of dynamically generated 

controls for managing filters. Result view shows search results which consists of 

dynamically generated “boxes”. The box consists of product image, products 

description, link to detailed information about the product, link to external 

website and buttons for saving and removing the product from user’s favorites.  
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Figure 3.4: Web app architecture. 

 Detailed Product View – Is not represented in the figures. It contains detailed 

information about the product, images of the product, link to external website 

and save, own, share and comment buttons. 
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3.4.2 Relations and Their Properties  

Figure 4.5 describes more detailed website architecture and relations between its views. 

 

Figure 3.5: Detailed web app and relations between views. 

Frontend classes can be divided into three categories: main, filter and helper classes. 

Main classes provide the views for search product results, saved products, users profile 

and other. Filter classes provide dynamically generated controls for filters view. Helper 

classes contain services for communication to server and saving log information.  
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4 Implementation 

This chapter describes the process of implementation Android and iOS applications, 

tools and technologies that were used in development process.  

The process of implementation of the HTML5 web app is not described in this thesis 

work, since it is a huge app, developed by a team of developers and it is not the property 

of the author of this thesis.  

 

4.1 Implementation of Android Application 

This section provides an overview of technologies used to develop Android app, a 

description of the application components and the process of the communication 

between client and server. 

 

4.1.1 Used technologies and Development Environment 

Android applications are usually developed in the Java programming language using the 

Android Software Development Kit (SDK) (Wikipedia contributors, 2013b). Android 

Software Development Kit (SDK) provides API libraries and developer tools necessary 

to build, test, and debug apps for Android (Android Open Source Project, 2013e). As a 

development environment have been chosen Eclipse integrated development 

environment (IDE) with Android Development Tools (ADT) because it is highly 

recommended by official Android guide. ADT is a plug-in for Eclipse which provides 

capabilities needed for creation of Android applications. For example it allows using 

Android SDK tools for application debugging, quickly setup new project and even to 

export .apk files for application distribution (Android Open Source Project, 2013c). 

 

4.1.2 Application Components 

Application consists of many components, but the most important of them are: Action 

Bar, Menu, ViewPager, WebView, Activity and Fragments. 

 

 Action Bar – is a view at the top of each screen that indentifies user location, and 

provides user navigation modes and actions. Action bar allows to create a familiar 

interface across applications that the operating system will adapt for different 

screen configurations (Android Open Source Project, 2013a). 

App consists of different fragments. Depending on which fragment is currently 

displayed app will have different action bar view. Action Bar APIs available from 

Android 3.0 (API level 11) but for support an older Android version app uses 

support Library (Android Open Source Project, 2013n). 

 

 Menu – is a common interface component that is used in different types of 

applications. It is highly recommended to use a Menu APIs for presenting actions 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Development_Kit
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and other options that can be done within activity. For defining menu items 

Android provides a standard Extensible Markup Language (XML) format 

(Android Open Source Project, 2013k). 

 

 ViewPager – is a layout manager that allows to flip through the pages. Most often 

pages represent the Fragments, which in a conjunction with a ViewPager allow to 

organize more efficient way of managing of the lifecycle of each page (Android 

Open Source Project, 2013p). 

Application consists of one ViewPager that provides navigation between three 

Fragments. More detailed description can be found in section 3.2 Android 

Application Architecture.   

 

 WebView – is a view that allows to display web pages or a web content within 

the Activity. More detailed description of this component described in section 

4.1.4 Communication with Server. 

 

 Activity – takes care of creating a window in which can be places UI. The way 

activities are put together and their overall lifecycle is a fundamental part of the 

Android applications (Android Open Source Project, 2013b). 

Activities communicate with each other via Intents. The process of this 

communication described in section 3.2.2 Message passing between Activities.  

 

 Fragment – is part of activity, which has its own lifecycle and receives its own 

input events (Android Open Source Project, 2013j). Fragment is flexible tool for 

building multi-pane UI in a single activity. Fragment in any time can be replaces 

with another fragment and detached from activity. Fragment is available from 

Android 3.0 (API level 11) but for support an older Android version app uses 

support Library (Android Open Source Project, 2013n). The process of 

communication between fragments is described in section in section 3.2.2 

Message passing between Activities.  

 

4.1.3 Application User Interface 

All UI components in Android apps are built using View and ViewGroup objects. View 

is an object that draws on the screen something that the user can interact with. 

ViewGroup is an invisible container that holds other View and ViewGroup objects. 

ViewGroup organizes child views into the interface layout (Android Open Source 

Project, 2013o). 

A recommended way of defining layout is with an XML file, which offers a human-

readable structure for the layout, but some components of the application must be 

dynamically generated from JSON response, what cannot be done with XML. That is 

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/view/View.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/view/ViewGroup.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/view/ViewGroup.html
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why app uses two approaches to generate user interface: XML file and instantiate View 

objects in code. 

Here is an example of a two XML file that are containing layout for main Activity and 

layout of main Fragment: 

 
//Main Activity Layout 
<com.shopit.mobile_android.ExtendedViewPager 
    xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android" 
    xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools" 
    android:id="@+id/pager" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="match_parent" 
    tools:context=".ShopItMain"/> 
 
 
//Main Fragment Layout 
<FrameLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android" 
    xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="match_parent" 
    tools:context=".ShopItMain$SectionFragment"> 
    
 /*Visible layout which contains WebView and Filter bar*/ 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="match_parent" 
        android:orientation="vertical"> 
 
           <LinearLayout 
               /*Filter bar layout with HorizontalScrollView*/ 
           </LinearLayout> 
                 
           /*WebView which covers the remaining space on the screen*/ 
           <com.shopit.mobile_android.ExtendedWebView 
                android:id="@+id/wv_Main" 
                android:layout_width="match_parent" 
                android:layout_height="match_parent" /> 
        </LinearLayout> 
 
    <RelativeLayout 
        /*White screen with progress bar.  
           This layout is hidden and shows only when WebView page is loading*/ 
    </RelativeLayout> 
 
    <RelativeLayout 
        /*Error screen with error message and reload button.  
          This layout is hidden and shows only when WebView gets erro*/ 
    </RelativeLayout> 
</FrameLayout> 
 

 

The result of the MainFragment.xml file is shown on the Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Result of compilation MainFragment.xml. 

The following example shows the generation of the dynamic components of the user 

interface via code. 

 
private void createButtonsCategory(LinearLayout view, final String categoryName,  

ArrayList<FilterButton> buttons, ArrayList<FilterButton> subButtons, int num){ 
 
LinearLayout row = new LinearLayout(context); 

 row.setLayoutParams(new LinearLayout.LayoutParams( 
 LinearLayout.LayoutParams.MATCH_PARENT, 
             LinearLayout.LayoutParams.WRAP_CONTENT)); 
 
 TextView category = new TextView(context); 
 category.setLayoutParams(new LinearLayout.LayoutParams(0, 
   LinearLayout.LayoutParams.WRAP_CONTENT, 0.2f)); 
 category.setText(categoryName); 
 
 LinearLayout content = new LinearLayout(context); 
 content.setLayoutParams(new LinearLayout.LayoutParams(0, 
   LinearLayout.LayoutParams.WRAP_CONTENT, 0.8f)); 
 
 row.addView(category); 
 row.addView(content); 
 
 LinearLayout.LayoutParams params = new LinearLayout.LayoutParams( 
   LinearLayout.LayoutParams.MATCH_PARENT, 
   LinearLayout.LayoutParams.WRAP_CONTENT); 
 FlowLayout l = new FlowLayout(context); 
 l.setLayoutParams(params); 
 for (final FilterButton s : buttons) { 
  TextView mainButton = new TextView(context); 
  /*button settings*/ 
  mainButton.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
   @Override 
   public void onClick(View v) { 
        /*button action*/ 
   }); 
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   l.addView(mainButton); 
  } 

} 
 content.addView(l); 
 view.addView(row); 
} 
 

 

The UI that is produced by the code below is shown on Figure 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Dynamically generated UI with code.  

Some parts of UI use combination of XML file and dynamically generated 

components. For example application contains custom UI components that do not 

support XML layouts. These components added at runtime via code. 

 

4.1.4 Communication with Server 

Application supports two types of communication with the server: WebView to deliver 

web content as a part of a client application and via asynchronous HTTP requests with 

help of Android AsyncTask.  

WebView is extension of Android’s View class that uses the WebKit rendering 

engine for displaying web pages as a part of activity layout and provides methods for 

zooming and pages management (Android Open Source Project, 2013s). WebView 

provides the possibility of adding own behavior to it. According to documentation 

(Android Open Source Project, 2013q) own behavior can be added via the next 

customization points: 

 Creating and setting a WebChromeClient subclass. This class is called when 

something that might impact a browser UI happens. 

 Creating and setting a WebViewClient subclass. It will be called when the 

WebView is going to start the loading of the web page or the web page is 

finished the loading, or a WebView got an error. 

 Modifying the WebSettings, such as enabling JavaScript. 

 Injecting Java objects into the WebView using the addJavascriptInterface( 

Object, String) method. This method allows to inject Java objects into a 

page's JavaScript context, so that they can be accessed by JavaScript in the page.  

Table 4.1 provides the short list of methods that are used in app to manage WebView 

content. The description of these methods is taken from the official Android web site; 

the full list of methods and more detailed information about it can be found with the 

next references: WebView (Android Open Source Project, 2013s), WebViewClient 

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebChromeClient.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebViewClient.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebSettings.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#addJavascriptInterface(java.lang.Object, java.lang.String)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#addJavascriptInterface(java.lang.Object, java.lang.String)
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(Android Open Source Project, 2013t)., WebChromeClient (Android Open Source 

Project, 2013u) and WebSettings (Android Open Source Project, 2013r). 

WebView request and load data methods 

loadUrl(String url) Loads the given URL 

postUrl(String url,  

byte[] postData) 

Loads the URL with postData using 

"POST" method into WebView 

loadDataWithBaseURL(String baseU

rl,String data, String mimeType, 

String encoding,  

String historyUrl) 

Loads the given data into this 

WebView, using baseUrl as the base 

URL for the content 

WebView navigation methods 

stopLoading() Stops the current load 

reload() Reloads the current URL 

goBack() Goes back in the history of WebView 

goForward() Goes forward in the history of 

WebView 

WebViewClient methods 

onPageStarted(WebView view,  

String url, Bitmap favicon) 

Notify the host application that a page 

has started loading. 

onPageFinished(WebView view,  

String url) 
Notify the host application that a page 

has finished loading. 
onReceivedError(WebView view,  

int errorCode,  

String description,  

String failingUrl) 

Report an error to the host application. 

 

shouldOverrideUrlLoading( 

WebView view, String url) 

Give the host application a chance to 

take over the control when a new url is 

about to be loaded in the current 

WebView. 

Table 4.1: Short list of methods used by WebView to manage web pages  

The following example shows WebView error handling, load URL method call and 

POST request: 

 
//If app receives an error it disables filter button and shows the error view with reload 
button 
webView.setWebViewClient(new WebViewClient() { 
 @Override 
 public void onReceivedError(WebView view, int errorCode,  
                          String description, String failingUrl) { 
  error = true; 
  main_error_view.setVisibility(RelativeLayout.VISIBLE); 
  b_filter.setEnabled(false); 
 } 
}); 

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#loadUrl(java.lang.String)
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#postUrl(java.lang.String, byte[])
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#loadDataWithBaseURL(java.lang.String, java.lang.String, java.lang.String, java.lang.String, java.lang.String)
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#stopLoading()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#reload()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#goBack()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#goForward()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebViewClient.html#onPageStarted(android.webkit.WebView, java.lang.String, android.graphics.Bitmap)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/graphics/Bitmap.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebViewClient.html#onPageFinished(android.webkit.WebView, java.lang.String)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebViewClient.html#onReceivedError(android.webkit.WebView, int, java.lang.String, java.lang.String)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebViewClient.html#shouldOverrideUrlLoading(android.webkit.WebView, java.lang.String)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/String.html
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//load the given URL 
weView.loadUrl(getResources().getString(R.string.main_url) 
                          +"?action=favorite&app=true"); 
 
//load URL with post data using POST method 
webView.postUrl(getResources().getString(R.string.main_url),  
  EncodingUtils.getBytes("loadSettings=loadSettings","BASE64")); 
 

 

The second type of communication (via asynchronous HTTP requests with help of 

Android AsyncTask) allows app to perform background requests to server and then 

publish results on the UI thread. The following example shows the process of 

communication between server and application with AsyncTask: 

 

public class BackgroundAsyncTask extends AsyncTask<String, String[], 
JSONObject> { 
 
@Override 
protected void onPreExecute() { 
 super.onPreExecute(); 
 /*Setup data or settings if needed*/ 
} 
  
@Override 
protected void onPostExecute(JSONObject result) { 

super.onPostExecute(result); 
 /* The results of the background computation is passed to  
  * this step as a parameter and then passed to the main thread.  
  */ 
} 
 
@Override 
protected String[] doInBackground(String... params) { 

JSONObject result = null; 
try { 
 int TIMEOUT_MILLISEC = 5000; 

  HttpParams httpParams = new BasicHttpParams(); 
  HttpConnectionParams.setConnectionTimeout(httpParams,  
                          TIMEOUT_MILLISEC); 
   
                          HttpConnectionParams.setSoTimeout(httpParams,             
                          TIMEOUT_MILLISEC); 
    
  /*Apache authentication*/ 
  Credentials creds = new UsernamePasswordCredentials("login",  
                          "password"); 
  DefaultHttpClient client = new DefaultHttpClient(httpParams); 
  client.getCredentialsProvider().setCredentials( 

new AuthScope(AuthScope.ANY_HOST,  
AuthScope.ANY_PORT), creds); 

    
  /*Setting header parameters to Post*/ 
  HttpPost request = new HttpPost("url"); 
  List<NameValuePair> pairs = new ArrayList<NameValuePair>(3);  
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  pairs.add(new BasicNameValuePair("parameter0", params[0]));   
  pairs.add(new BasicNameValuePair("parameter1", params[1])); 
  pairs.add(new BasicNameValuePair("parameter2", params[2])); 
  request.setEntity(new UrlEncodedFormEntity(pairs));   
    
  /*Execute HttpPost*/ 
  HttpResponse response = client.execute(request); 
    
  /*Reading response content*/ 
  BufferedReader reader = new BufferedReader(new 

InputStreamReader(response.getEntity().getContent(),"UTF-8")); 
  StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder(); 
  for (String line = null; (line = reader.readLine()) != null;){ 
   builder.append(line).append("\n"); 
  } 
    
  /*Setting the result to pass to onPostExecute*/ 
  result =  new JSONObject(builder.toString());  
 } catch (Exception e) {} 
 return result; 
}} 

 

When an asynchronous task is executed, it goes through 4 steps: onPreExecute(), 

doInBackground(Params..), onProgressUpdate(Progress..) and 

onPostExecute(Result). Application uses only three of them: 

 onPreExecute() – invoked on the UI thread before the task is executed. In this 

step we can show progress bar or disable some buttons to prevent user from 

sending multiple requests to server. 

 doInBackground(Params...) – invoked on the background thread immediately 

after onPreExecute() finishes executing. This step is used to send and receive 

request from server. List<NameValuePair> pairs – contains HTTP request 

headers. response.getEntity().getContent() – returns body of HTTP 

response. After the response received from the server it is converted to JSON 

object and passed to the onPostExecute().  

 onPostExecute(Result) – invoked on the UI thread after the doInBackground 

finishes. This step is used to hide progress bar, enable buttons or change UI and 

return or setup values in the main thread (Android Open Source Project, 2013f). 

To run the asynchronous task, we need to create it and execute with 

execute(Params…) method, where Params… – parameters that we need to pass to 

background thread.  

 

BackgroundAsyncTask bg = new BackgroundAsyncTask().execute(email, password); 

As request to the server can be processed for a long time, the response may be no 

longer relevant. In this case we can cancel the task with cancel method. 

 

4.1.5 Secure Storage 

Android provides the following options to save persistent application data: 

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#onPreExecute()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#doInBackground(Params...)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#onProgressUpdate(Progress...)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#onPostExecute(Result)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#onPreExecute()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#doInBackground(Params...)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#onPreExecute()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#onPostExecute(Result)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/AsyncTask.html#cancel(boolean)
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 Shared Preferences – store private primitive data in key-value pairs. 

 Internal Storage – store private data on the device memory. 

 External Storage – store public data on the shared external storage. 

 SQLite Database – store structured data in a private database. 

 Network Connection – store data on the web with your own network server. 

Since we need to store private data, which consist of primitive types, application uses 

Shared Preferences. Shared Preferences provides framework that allows to store key-

value pairs of primitive data types (floats, ints, longs, booleans and strings). The stored 

data will persist even if app will be killed (Android Open Source Project, 2013d). 

To get Shared Preferences object used getSharedPreferences(String name, int 

mode) method, where the name – is desired preferences file and mode – is operating 

mode. Operation mode can be four types: MODE_PRIVATE, MODE_WORD_READABLE, 

MODE_WORD_WRITEABLE, and MODE_MULTI_PROCESS (Android Open Source Project, 

2013m). As we need to store private information, application used MODE_PRIVATE. The 

file with this mode can be accessed only by application that created this file. 

To write the values we need to go through the following three steps:  

1. Call edit() to get a SharedPreferences.Editor. 

2. Add values with methods such as putBoolean() and putString(). 

3. Commit the new values with commit() 

To read values used only first two steps and Shared Preferences methods 

getBoolean(), getString() and other (Android Open Source Project, 2013d). 

The following example shows the process of saving and retrieving data from Shared 

Preferences: 

//write values to Shared Preferences 
SharedPreferences prefs =     
            getSharedPreferences("com.android.app",Context.MODE_PRIVATE); 
SharedPreferences.Editor editor = prefs.edit(); 
editor.remove("email"); 
editor.remove("pswd"); 
editor.remove("userlang"); 
editor.commit(); 
 
//read values from Shared Preferences 
SharedPreferences prefs =  

getSharedPreferences("com.android.app", Context.MODE_PRIVATE); 
String email = prefs.getString("email", ""); 
String pswd = prefs.getString("pswd", ""); 
String userlang = prefs.getString("userlang", ""); 

 

 

4.2 Implementation of iOS Application 

This section provides an overview of technologies used to develop iOS app, a 

description of the application components and the process of the communication 

between client and server. 

 

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/SharedPreferences.html#edit()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/SharedPreferences.Editor.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/SharedPreferences.Editor.html#putBoolean(java.lang.String, boolean)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/SharedPreferences.Editor.html#putString(java.lang.String, java.lang.String)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/SharedPreferences.Editor.html#commit()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/SharedPreferences.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/SharedPreferences.html#getBoolean(java.lang.String, boolean)
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/SharedPreferences.html#getString(java.lang.String, java.lang.String)
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4.2.1 Used technologies and Development Environment 

iOS applications usually develop using iOS Software Development Kit (SDK) in 

Objective-C programming language. As a development environment Apple provides 

Xcode, which includes the latest SDK for iOS, iOS simulator, interface builder and 

instruments for analysis, testing and debugging. The compiler used in Xcode underlines 

coding mistakes as it typed and even smart enough to fix some of the problems 

automatically (Apple Inc., 2013a). 

 

4.2.2 Application Components 

The most important components that are used in iOS application are the following: 

UINavigationController, UIViewController, UIWebView and Menu. 

 

 UINavigationController – implements a specialized view controller that 

manages the navigation of hierarchical content (Apple Inc., 2013g). 

UINavigationController use the navigation stack to display the views. The 

bottom view in this stack is a root view controller (the view controller that was 

first displayed to user). At the top of this stack is the view controller that is 

currently displayed to user. Pushing and popping view controllers to this stack 

allows to change displayed view controllers. 

 

 UIViewController – manages a set of views which provide a portion of 

application's user interface (Apple Inc., 2013h). 

Application consists of five UIViewControllers that are described in section 3.3 

iOS Application Architecture. 

 

 UIWebView – allows to display webpage and to embed web content in an 

application. More detailed description of this component described in section 

4.2.4 Communication with Server. 

 

 Menu – is not provided by default iOS API. That is why in app it is implemented 

with UITableView. UITableView is table with a single column, which displays 

hierarchical lists of information. When the app launches, menu view is hidden 

under the main view. To show or hide menu we are changing the position of the 

main view, moving it to the left or to the right. 

 

4.2.3 Application User Interface 

The easiest and most effective way of building user interface for iOS app is to use 

Interface Builder. Interface Builder provides graphical interface for building user 

interface files, which will be included to the project during the compiling of the app.  

User interface files can be nib files or from the Xcode 4.5 and iOS SDK for iOS 6.0 - 

storyboard files. Storyboard is a new type of container, which holds collections of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Objective-C
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NIB/XIB’s. Storyboard allows graphically setup the paths through the app, what 

reduces the complexity and the amount of code to write. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Storyboard of implemented app 

The arrow that can be seen on a Figure 4.3 represent segues from one scene to 

another. This segues are used for passing the parameters between the scenes. 

Storyboard is a powerful and convenient tool for building UI, but it does not allow to 

generate components dynamically, for example from XML or JSON structure. To 

generate the components from JSON response, in application have been developed 

functions that are take JSON object as a parameter and returns corresponding UI. 

The following example shows the generation of the dynamic components from JSON 

response. 

 

//Creating view which will contain all components 
UIView *category = [[UIView alloc] initWithFrame: 
       CGRectMake(filterScollView.frame.origin.x, 
       CGRectGetMaxY(lastFrame), filterScollView.frame.size.width, 100)]; 
category.autoresizingMask = UIViewAutoresizingFlexibleWidth |  
       UIViewAutoresizingFlexibleRightMargin | UIViewAutoresizingFlexibleLeftMargin; 
 [category setBackgroundColor:[UIColor colorWithRed:.784f green:.992f blue:.568f 
alpha:1]]; 
  
//Creating the label with name of category 
UILabel *  mainLabel = [[UILabel 
alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(5.0, 5.0, 95.0, 15.0)]; 
mainLabel.font = [UIFont systemFontOfSize:14.0]; 
mainLabel.textColor = [UIColor blackColor]; 
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mainLabel.backgroundColor = [UIColor clearColor]; 
mainLabel.text = name; 
[category addSubview:mainLabel]; 
 
//Creating collection for filter buttons 
CustomFlowLayout *layout=[[CustomFlowLayout alloc] init]; 
UICollectionView *content = [[UICollectionView 
alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(101.0, 0.0, category.frame.size.width-101.0, 
 category.frame.size.height) collectionViewLayout:layout]; 
[content registerClass:[UICollectionViewCell 
class] forCellWithReuseIdentifier:@"filterButtonCell"]; 
content.backgroundColor = [UIColor clearColor]; 
content.tag = FILTER_CONTENT+index; 
content.autoresizingMask = UIViewAutoresizingFlexibleWidth| 
UIViewAutoresizingFlexibleHeight; 
[content setDataSource:self]; 
[content setDelegate:self]; 
 
 //add created components to main view   

1. [category addSubview:content]; 
1. [filterScollView addSubview:category]; 

The result of the code above is present on the Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4: Dynamically generated UI from JSON response.  

 

4.2.4 Communication with Server 

As well as Android application, iOS application supports two types of communication 

with the server: via UIWebView and via asynchronous HTTP requests.  

UIWebView allows to display web pages and to embed web content in an 

application, move back and forward in the history of web pages, scale web content and 

track the loadings (Apple Inc., 2013i). Table 4.2 provides the short list of methods that 

are used in app for managing UIWebView content. The description of these methods is 

taken from the official iOS developer’s library; the full list of methods and more 

detailed information about it can be found with the next references: UIWebView (Apple 

Inc., 2013i) and UIWebViewDelegate (Apple Inc., 2013j). 

 

UIWebView request methods 

loadRequest:(NSURLRequest*) Connects to a given URL by initiating an 

asynchronous client request. 

UIWebView navigation methods 

stopLoading Stops the loading of any web content managed 

by the receiver. 

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/Cocoa/Reference/Foundation/Classes/NSURLRequest_Class/Reference/Reference.html#//apple_ref/doc/c_ref/NSURLRequest
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#stopLoading()
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reload Reloads the current page. 

goBack Loads the previous location in the back-forward 

list. 

goForward Loads the next location in the back-forward list. 

UIWebView delegate methods for tracking loading 

shouldStartLoadWithRequest: 

navigationType: 

Sent before a web view begins loading a frame. 

webViewDidStartLoad Sent after a web view starts loading a frame. 

webViewDidFinishLoad Sent after a web view finishes loading a frame.  

didFailLoadWithError Sent if a web view failed to load a frame. 

Table 4.2: Short list of methods, which used by UIWebView to manage web pages.  

The following example demonstrates the overriding of request, loading and posting 

request via UIWebView. 

 

 
//If UIWebView try to load URL with “ios://” scheme it will be canceled 

1. - (BOOL)webView:(UIWebView *)webView 
shouldStartLoadWithRequest:(NSURLRequest *)request  

2.     navigationType:(UIWebViewNavigationType)navigationType{ 
3.     if(webView == mainWebView){ 
4.         NSString *url = [[request URL] absoluteString]; 
5.         if([url isEqualToString:@"ios://"]){ 
6.             return NO; 
7.         } 
8.     } 
9.     return YES; 
10. } 

//load URL 
1. NSURL *url = [NSURL URLWithString:[NSString 
2.             stringWithFormat:@"%@?action=boardProfile&app=true",mainUrl]]; 
3.             [mainWebView loadRequest: NSURLRequest requestWithURL:url]]; 

 
//load URL with post data 

1. NSURL *url = [NSURL URLWithString:mainUrl]; 
2. NSString *parameters = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"loadSettings=loadSettings"]; 
3. NSMutableURLRequest *requestObj = [NSMutableURLRequest requestWithURL:url]; 
4. [requestObj setHTTPMethod:@"POST"]; 
5. [requestObj setHTTPBody:[parameters dataUsingEncoding:NSUTF8StringEncoding]]; 
6. [mainWebView loadRequest: requestObj]; 
7.  

 

The second type of communication, via asynchronous HTTP requests, allows app to 

perform background requests to server. All background requests are done with 

sendAsynchronousRequest method. sendAsynchronousRequest loads the data for a 

URL request and executes a handler block when the request completed. Handler block 

contains data and error parameters. If the request have been completed successfully, 

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#reload()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#goBack()
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/webkit/WebView.html#goForward()
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the data parameter contains the resource data otherwise the data will be nil and error 

parameter will contain information about the failure (Apple Inc., 2013f). 

The following example shows the process of communication between server and 

application with sendAsynchronousRequest: 

 
//Setup request parameters 

1.  NSMutableURLRequest *request = [[NSMutableURLRequest alloc] initWithURL: 
2.       [[NSURL alloc]  initWithString: 
3.       [NSStringstringWithFormat:@"%@&action=filter&sf=%@", 
4.       NSLocalizedString(@"main_url", nil),word]]]; 
5.  [request setValue:@"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"  
6.       forHTTPHeaderField:@"content-type"]; 
7.  [request setTimeoutInterval:60.0]; 
8.  

//Send request to server 
1.  [NSURLConnection sendAsynchronousRequest:request  
2.        queue:[NSOperationQueue mainQueue]completionHandler: 
3.        ^(NSURLResponse * response, NSData *data, NSError * error){ 
4.             NSHTTPURLResponse *httResponse = (NSHTTPURLResponse*)response; 
5.             int responseStatusCode = [httResponse statusCode];                               
6.             if (error == nil && responseStatusCode==200) { 
7.                    NSError *jsonError; 
8.                    NSDictionary *jsonResult = [NSJSONSerialization JSONObjectWithData: 
9.                             data options:NSJSONReadingMutableContainers error:&jsonError]; 
10.                          if(jsonResult !=nil){ 
11.                                 filtersDictionary = [jsonResult objectForKey:@"filters"]; 
12.                          } 
13.                             
14.              } 
15. }]; 
 

 

As can be seen from the example, handler block contains response from which can 

be obtained status code, data and error. If error is nil and status code is 200 the request 

has succeeded and data processed. Asynchronous request cannot be canceled, but the 

data obtained from server can be skipped in a handler block. 

 

4.2.5 Secure Storage 

To store sensitive data iOS provides Keychain Services API. Keychain is an encrypted 

container that holds sensitive data for multiple applications and secure services. iOS 

applications can access only its own keychain items, but not items created by any other 

application (Apple Inc., 2013d) 

Keychain is recommended way to store sensitive data like passwords and logins, but 

keychain APIs is not easy to use. To simplify the usage of Keychain Services in app 

used SFHFKeychainUtils. SFHFKeychainUtils allows storing and retrieving data with 

single lines of code (Behind Tech Lines, 2013). 

The following example shows the process of saving, retrieving and deleting data 

from keychain: 

 

https://github.com/ldandersen/scifihifi-iphone
https://github.com/ldandersen/scifihifi-iphone
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//save values to keychain 
NSError *error = nil; 
 
[SFHFKeychainUtils storeUsername:@"password" andPassword:password 
forServiceName:@"service" updateExisting:TRUE error:&error]; 
 
//retrieve values from keychain 
NSString *password = [SFHFKeychainUtils getPasswordForUsername:@"password" 
andServiceName:@"service" error:&error]; 
 
//delete values from keychain 
 [SFHFKeychainUtils deletePasswordForUsername:@"password" 
andServiceName:@"service" error:&error]; 
 

 

ServiceName – can be any string, but in order to retrieve the password we need to use 

the same service name with which the password have been saved. 
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5 Comparative Analyses of Implemented Solutions  

This chapter provides comparative analyses of implemented solutions, their advantages 

and disadvantages.  Designs of implemented Web, Android and iOS applications are 

shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. 

 

Figure 5.1: Preview of the design of the web application. 

 

5.1 Selection of Parts of Applications for Comparison 

Comparative analysis includes the following parts: 

 External Web Pages and Resources. The developed applications are mainly 

used as a search engine of the web content in internet. This means that users 

have a possibility to navigate to external web pages (third parties web pages). 

That is why it is important to consider what advantages gives selected 

technology to the next criteria: security, device capabilities and user experience. 

 Navigation – is part of the application, which is responsible for the way users 

can navigate in the App. This part mainly affects the user experience. 

 Error Handling. Since the application communicates with the server via the 

Internet, it is important to consider what the advantages can be obtained to 

support Internet connection errors with the use of different technologies. 
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 Account Management and Session Handling. Part of the application which 

responsible for storage and use of user’s sensitive data. Provides the ability to 

automatically log in and a use of multiple user accounts. This part affects on the 

user experience and security. 

 Custom Components. Application need to use specific components (UI 

elements) that are usually not available in all browsers and operating systems. 

This part affects on fragmentation. 

 Use of Operating System's Resources. This part is focused on review of the 

capabilities of different technologies to use resources of operating system. 

 

5.2 External Web Pages and Resources 

All external resources which can be found through the web application will be opened 

in a new tab of the browser. For displaying external web pages native apps provide a 

special fragment that implements a build-in browser. Build-in browser consists of a 

WebView and basic elements of a browser which allow to manage web pages. This 

design allows user to stay in the application and use its functionality even if he is on 

external web resources. For example the top toolbar of the fragment for external web 

pages contain controls (save and share buttons) which allow user to save external 

resources in his “favorites” or share it with the other users. HTML5 app does not 

support this functionality, as all external web resources open in a new browser tab on 

which the web application cannot affect. 

 

5.3 Navigation 

Native applications consist of fragments which are displayed depending on user actions. 

Each fragment is an area that covers the entire screen and consists of the top toolbar and 

a window for displaying the contents. User can easily navigate through the native app 

just flipping left and right through the fragments. The main fragment of the applications 

contains a WebView, which allows to download and to display web page from the 

server. The back button on Android devices allows to navigate back through the web 

history and switch to the main view. iOS app does not support this type of navigation 

since the iOS devices does not have a back button. HTML5 web app shows all web 

pages in a single browser tab. Navigation through the web history of web application is 

possible with standard browsers controls. The gesture recognition is not implemented in 

a web app. 

 

5.4 Error Handling 

Native applications support network connection errors and offer user actions for 

resolving them. For example the application can offer the user to reload the page or 

return to already loaded or cached pages. HTML5 application does not support such 

type of the error handling because the handling of network connection errors is 

performed by web browser, to override or affect on which is impossible. 
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Figure 5.2: Preview of the design of the Android application. 
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5.5 Account Management and Session Handling 

Native applications provide a system for user account management. User can save one 

or more accounts and the app will automatically login. It allows user quickly start using 

the app without any additions steps. The information about user accounts is stored in a 

secured and encrypted storage. Web app does not provide this capability because this 

information is needed before user login, what means that it should be stored on a device, 

but HTML5 does not provide any secure storage on mobile devices. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Preview of the design of the iOS application. 

 

5.6 Custom Components 

Applications should provide powerful tools for web pages filtering, for example 

filtering by quantitative and color characteristics. Filtering by quantitative 
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characteristics is implemented using a range of values. To select a range of values apps 

use range sliders which allow to select maximum and minimum values. Input types of 

HTML5 as well as UI elements of the native applications provide a slider which allows 

to select only one value and supported only in a few browsers. That is why in native 

applications have been implemented custom range sliders, and a Web application uses a 

range slider based on the jquery library. Sliders of the Web application work well in 

desktop versions of the browsers, but in mobile browsers they are slow and sometimes 

they even do not responding to user gesture. This usually happens when sliders are 

nested in the scroll view, because the scroll view intercepts user gestures. The use of 

alternative libraries and attempts to optimize the sliders were not successful. In native 

applications this problem is easily eliminated by overriding methods of scroll views 

(however, in case of sliders I haven't faced this problem at all). 

For filtering by color server uses the HSL model. For easy input of the required color 

ranges HTML5 provides a color picker input type, shown on Figure 5.1. But it is 

supported only by two desktop browsers. That is why for the native apps and for web 

app was implemented custom color picker, which is shown on Figure 5.1.  

 

 

Figure 5.4: Color pickers (1 – HTML5; 2– native app; 3 – web app). 

In desktop browser everything work fine; in mobile browsers the color preview 

element with html5 canvas is rendered quickly, but the opening of the window for color 

selection and responses to user gestures are slow. The color preview element of native 

apps fast enough, but it can run even faster with more optimized drawing algorithms. 

 

5.7 Use of Operating System's Resources 

One of the features of the application is to send an invitation to register. To fill the 

request form, native applications provide the ability to extract information from the 

user’s address book. HTML5 app cannot provide this capability because HTML5 does 

not provide API that can access to the address book due to security reasons. 

Native apps provide rich support of notifications to users. For example, user can be 

notified when the news on which he subscribed is updated. This feature is not available 

in HTML5 app, since it does not have access to the notification center of the operating 

system. 
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6 Evaluation 

This chapter summarizes the theoretical information collected in Chapter 2, and 

provides additional information and evaluation of the results which were obtained 

during the implementation and comparative analysis of the applications.  

 

6.1 User Experience 

HTML5 standard has provided new capabilities such as web storage, accelerometer, 

form validation and other, but these still fail to deliver the same user experience on 

different devices and browsers.  Apple and Google continue to deliver thousands of new 

APIs each year while HTML5 capabilities represent a small number of native features. 

Native apps fully support the multi-touch capabilities of a device; have faster 

graphics and standard idioms that HTML5 does not. In the developed native 

applications user can easily navigate through the App with the use of gestures. Native 

applications have fluid animations and features such as saving and sharing of external 

pages. 

Usually native apps can have the same look and feel, what makes them easy to use. 

The use of standard menu and Actionbar in native apps makes them familiar to users 

and they can quickly get to work without additional training. 

 

6.2 Device Capabilities  

HTML5 apps work through the browser, which allows to use a limited number of 

device capabilities. Native apps can be well integrated in the device, they can listen the 

events of the operating system and the events that are broadcasted by other applications. 

Moreover, these events can be listened even when the app is not running what allows to 

reduce the consumption of battery. Native applications provide a rich multi-threading 

and the ability to perform many tasks in the background. Some mobile operating 

systems allow to build application views that can be embedded in other apps. 

The developed native applications have received many advantages with the use of 

the device capabilities. For example the use of address book simplifies the process of 

filling out forms. Rich multi-threading and the possibility to perform many tasks in the 

background allow native applications to preload some of its parts and necessary data. 

Also native apps received some advantages in security; these advantages will be 

described in section 6.5. 

 

6.3 Fragmentation  

Both HTML5 and native applications are facing problems with fragmentation. HTML5 

applications are experiencing the problem of browsers fragmentation, as different 

browsers handle web pages differently. There are not only many different browsers in 

existence, but also many different versions of them and the only way around this 

problem is to implement multiple web app versions.  
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Native applications are experiencing the problems of device, screen size and OS 

fragmentation. According to OpenSignal statistics, the fragmentation of Android 

devices, as of July 2013, was more than 11,800 devices with more than 250 screen 

sizes. The latest version of Android (Jelly Bean 4.1.x – 4.2.x) is only on 45.1% of 

Android devices. 

It is highly challenging to build an app that will support all Android OS and work 

well across all screens and devices than to build HTML5 app with the support of 

different browsers. But the potential reward definitely makes it worthwhile, since 

Android fragmentation allows manufacturers to produce different devices and 

consumers can find exactly the device they want, so Android app will have wider 

audience. 

None of the technology has received any technical benefits of fragmentation. It was 

highly challenging and time-consuming task to make the native apps to support all 

screen resolutions and various versions operating system. In HTML5 app, it was 

necessary to reduce the level of nested scroll views, because in many browsers (almost 

in all mobile browsers) nested scroll views become slow or even stop responding at all. 

Also we had to refuse of the use of standard input fields, as they are displayed 

differently from browser to browser. As a result, it became necessary to create own 

custom input fields, what is not easy because of the large amount of browsers.  

 

6.4 Performance  

The most important issues that may affect the performance of the application are a 

limited amount of memory available on mobile devices, and the processors are not 

powerful enough. 

A large part of the HTML5 application is written on JavaScript which uses a garbage 

collector for freeing memory. The garbage collector is highly dependent on the 

available memory for the app and if it lacks of memory it can slow or even hang the 

app. Native apps allow partially workaround the problem with memory. 

The processing power that mobile devices can provide today is not enough for 

acceptable operation of complex JavaScript and HTML5 components. Over the past few 

years the performance of JavaScript increased significantly, but it happened due to the 

technological progress (i.e. the processors in mobile devices have become more 

powerful). 

As described in Section 6.1, native apps have fluid animations and rich gesture 

support. This is all possible because native applications provide a faster graphics and 

faster responses on user touches. Many components of HTML5 application are slow in 

many browsers (especially on mobile devices), that is why the better part of gesture 

recognitions and animations was removed from it. 
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6.5 Security  

Native applications significantly secure than HTML5. HTML5 and hybrid apps present 

data in an open html format, which allows an attacker to explore its source code. A code 

of native apps must be compiled before it can run and for additional security it can be 

obfuscated.  

Vulnerabilities related to cross-site-scripting and injections are not possible in native 

apps.    

Both HTML5 apps and native apps use SSL for transferring sensitive data. For 

additional security both HTML5 and native apps can use VPNs, but with the use of 

VPNs HTML5 app can run into problem of performance.  

Native apps provide secure storages for storing sensitive information on a client side. 

With the help of these secure storages in native apps was implemented account 

management system, which allows to store multiple accounts, automatically log in to 

the app and to handle the sessions. HTML5 apps do not provide these features, as it 

does not have secure storages. 

 

6.6 Distribution Control  

HTML5 apps are delivered to users directly via web browsers. It makes them easier to 

distribute than the native apps. Native apps are usually distributed through the apps 

stores, which have their requirements. All applications that will be published on App 

Store should pass a validation process, which takes time. App store charges a fee for the 

registration in the developer program and takes 30% of the revenue of not free 

applications. To get updates, users have manually to login to app store and to download 

a new version. The benefit of the native apps that they can be pre-installed on devices 

and distributed through different App stores, which allow to reach a wider range of 

customers. 

 

6.7 Conclusion of Evaluation of the Criteria 

Table 6.1 shows a summary of how the criteria affect on the selection of a technology 

for development. Influence of criteria is measured on a scale from -2 to 2. 

Explanation of symbols used in the table: 

– Criterion has a strong positive effect (2 points) 

– Criterion has positive effect (1 point) 

– Has no effect (0 points) 

– Criterion has a strong negative effect (-2 points) 
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HTML5 Hybrid Native 

User Experience 
 

 

 

 
 

Device Capabilities 
  

 
 

Fragmentation 
 

 

  

Performance 
 

 

  

Security 
 

 

  

Distribution Control 
 

 

  

Table 6.1: Influence of the criteria on the selection of a technology for development. 
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7 Conclusion and Future Works   

This chapter concludes the results of this work, provides recommendations on selection 

of the alternative technologies to native Apps and discusses future works that can be 

done in this field.     

 

7.1 Conclusion  

The goal of this thesis was to provide recommendations on selection of the alternative 

technology to native Apps based on the next criteria: user experience, device 

capabilities, fragmentation, security, performance, distribution control. The 

recommendations were formed on the basis of the experience, which was obtained 

during the development of HTML5, Android and iOS apps, and their comparative 

analysis. 

The selection of the technology for development is highly dependent on type of 

application which will be developed. For example, the following table provides a list of 

applications sorted by technologies that are preferable for their implementation. 

 

 Description 

H
T

M
L

5
 

Form-based app 
An application which consists of forms, for example a 

social survey app. 

Content app 
An application which mainly provides the text data, for 

example a news app. 

H
y
b

ri
d

 

Content app with 

the notifications 

Same as HTML5 content app, but with notifications. For 

example the content can be shown via WebView and if 

the news is updated app will send a notification to the 

user. 

N
a
ti

v
e 

Image-rich app 
An application which simultaneously manipulates large 

number of images. 

Rich offline 

support app 

For example the email client. It pre-loads the messages to 

make them readable offline, and synchronizes the sent 

messages when internet connection becomes available. 

 Table 7.1: List of apps sorted by preferable technologies for their implementation. 

Form-based and content apps presented in table are simple applications that do not 

require larger amount of hardware resources or some features of the device. The hybrid 

content app with the notifications is the same app as HTML5 content app, but it requires 

the access to the devices notification center. Get this access with HTML5 is impossible, 

however, it does not mean that the app have to be fully rewritten into the native app. 

The access to the notification center can be obtained via the native functions and the 

other part of the app may remain HTML5, but packed into native app and displayed via 

the WebView.  

Image-rich app and the app with rich offline support should be native because they 

require a lot of hardware resources and efficient management of them. Moreover offline 
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support is not an option for HTML5 apps as they are usually delivered to the user via 

the browser on which they cannot affect. 

To sum up the above, I offer the graph presented on Figure 7.1. This graph shows 

that with the increase of requirements to the user experience, device capabilities, 

performance and security the choice, of which technology to select, is shifted in favor of 

native applications.  

 

Figure 7.1: Preferable technologies sorted by the requirements to the applications. 

The graph shows that the hybrid applications should be selected when the 

requirements to the user experience, performance and security do not exceed the 

average. This is so because the bottleneck of the hybrid apps is the WebView. The 

maximum possible performance that can be achieved in hybrid apps is limited with 

performance of WebView, and in some cases (for example: recognition of fast multi-

touch gestures or multiple nested scroll views) it is impossible to replace WebView 

components by native. 

It is important to take into account that the criteria in this diagram have the equal 

weights, but depending on your strategy the weights of criteria are subject to change. 

To get the full range of users, the ideal option would be to develop both native and 

HTML5 web apps. This is quite challenging task, however, the use of hybrid 

technology makes this task easier, because HTML5 content can be easily embedded into 

hybrid app. Of course simply insert HTML5 content is not enough because some 

functions may not work properly in hybrid app, but these functions can be replaced by 

the native ones. Although the application will have the same security vulnerabilities that 

HTML5 app and some of its components may be slow, but this approach allows the 

distribution of applications through App Stores in the early stages. 

 

7.2 Future Works 

In this master's thesis were reviewed the most common criteria that can have weight in a 

selection of the technology for development; however there are a lot of other criteria 

that are worth to review. For example, it can be the following criteria: cross platform 
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deployment costs, availability of programming expertise, monetization, maintenance 

and available tools for it. 

Nowadays, there are a lot of frameworks and development environments like a 

PhoneGap, Intel HTML5 App Porter Tool, PhoneJS and other, which allow to speed up 

the process of the development of HTML5 applications and even to port native code 

applications in HTML5. Best practices advices for selecting the appropriate frameworks 

in a certain context are not yet at hand. 
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